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but until the 1970s, the united states was a marginal market for the majority of producers. as a result, american-produced films
were viewed as art films, while those produced elsewhere were made for a popular audience. some studios, such as disney and

warner brothers, however, found a profit in adapting their successful characters to film. at the time, hollywood studios were a single
company owned by ‘studio moguls’: a small number of film distributors. from a distribution standpoint, most of the studios were as

powerful and influential as the studio moguls themselves, although there was little contact between the studio heads and their
wholesalers. this studio system kept a tight grip on the filmmaking and distribution process, which limited the impact of the more

radical filmmakers. with the introduction of television in the mid-1940s, hollywood studios found themselves losing market share to
television. in an attempt to remain competitive, hollywood studios became more inventive and started to produce their own

television programs and films. the change to the super-blockbusters with special effects and mythology are signs of a film industry
changing from a single studio to a hollywood-like system of production, financing and distribution. the change in film production

style of the 1960s, especially from live action to more inventive, character-driven stories and shorter films, has influenced the post-
production and pre-production of films as a whole. pre-production is the period in which a film is created before production starts. a
pre-production stage in filmmaking creates the visual aspect of the film. any film that is mainly shot in front of a live audience will

have a pre-production stage of setting up all the sets, costumes, and props. a pre-production team is responsible for the
development, production, and execution of the film.
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